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Abstract. We investigate the existence of ane realizations for interest rate
term structure models driven by L evy processes. Using as num eraire the growth
optimal portfolio, we model the interest rate term structure under the real-
world probability measure, and hence, we do not need the existence of an
equivalent risk-neutral probability measure. Furthermore, we include nite di-
mensional external factors, thus admitting a stochastic volatility structure.
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1. Introduction
A zero coupon bond with maturity T is a nancial asset which pays the holder
one unit of cash at T. Its price at t  T can be written as the continuous discounting









where f(t;T) is the rate prevailing at time t for instantaneous borrowing at time
T, also called the forward rate for date T.
In the spirit of [33, 9], we model the forward rate dynamics as a jump-diusion
process under the real-world measure, which is driven by a process X and based on
the benchmark approach presented in [34]. More precisely, let X be a real-valued,
square-integrable L evy process with Gaussian part c  0 and L evy measure F.
Denoting by X the random measure associated to the jumps of X, the dynamics





















ext  (X(dt;dx)   F(dx)dt);
where W is a Wiener process, rt(0) denotes the short rate, and  denotes the
market price of risk process. As in [33] or [9], using the growth optimal portfolio











and the real-world dynamics of the forward rates are of the form
df(t;T) = (t;T)dt + (t;T)dXt; t 2 [0;T] (1.1)
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with 	 denoting the cumulant generating function of the L evy process X. We refer
the reader to [33] and [9] for more details on this topic.
Note that the real-world forward rate dynamics (1.1) are more general than L evy
driven term structure models under classical risk-neutral pricing, see Eberlein et
al. [18, 17, 13, 14, 15, 16], which require the existence of an equivalent risk-neutral
probability measure. In particular, we generalize the classical Heath, Jarrow and
Morton (HJM) [24] equation and remove this assumption.
In the sequel, it will be convenient to switch under the real-world probability
measure to the Musiela parametrization of forward curves rt(x) = f(t;t + x) (see
[30]), and to consider the forward rates as the solution of a stochastic partial dif-
ferential equation (SPDE), the so-called HJMM (Heath{Jarrow{Morton{Musiela)
equation
(
drt = ( d
dxrt + (rt))dt + (rt )dXt
r0 = h0;
(1.3)
on a suitable Hilbert space H of forward curves, where d=dx denotes the dierential
operator, which is generated by the strongly continuous semigroup (St)t0 of shifts.
Risk-neutral HJM equations of this kind have been investigated in [20, 32, 29].
Fundamental theoretical properties of equations of the type (1.3) are referred to
in the just mentioned literature. Note that (1.3) does not represent a risk-neutral
HJM equation and gives access to a wider modeling world than provided by the
just mentioned papers.
We enlarge the term structure model (1.3) by adding an external, Rm-valued fac-
tor process Z, admitting in this manner a stochastic volatility structure. Therefore,
under the real-world probability measure we consider the HJMM equation
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
drt = ( d
dxrt + (rt;Zt))dt + (rt ;Zt )dXt























; (h;z) 2 H  Rm:
Risk-neutral Wiener driven HJM type equations with stochastic volatility have been
studied in [7] and [22].
There are several reasons why, in practice, one is interested in the existence of a
nite dimensional realization, that is, the forward rate evolution can be described
by a nite dimensional state process. Such a nite dimensional realization ensures
larger analytical tractability of the model, for example, in view of option pricing, see
[12]. Moreover, as argued in [1], forward rate models without a nite dimensional
realization do not seem reasonable, because then the support of the forward rate
curves f(t;t + ), t > 0, becomes too large, and hence any \shape" of forward rate
curves, which one assumes from the beginning to model the market phenomena, is
destroyed with positive probability.AFFINE REALIZATIONS FOR L EVY DRIVEN INTEREST RATE MODELS 3
For classical HJM equations driven by a Wiener process, the problem concerning
the existence of a nite dimensional realization has been treated in [27, 35, 12, 2,
26, 4, 5, 10, 11] and nally completely been solved in [8, 6, 21], see also [37], and
[3] for a survey.
There are also some references, such as [18, 28, 23, 25, 38], that deal with ane
realizations for term structure models with jumps.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the existence of ane realiza-
tions for real-world forward rate dynamics of the type (1.1), and to extend known
results on this topic in the following directions:
 We study the geometric properties of forward rates as a whole under the
benchmark approach.
 We do not need to assume the existence of an equivalent risk-neutral prob-
ability measure to obtain meaningful forward rate evolutions.
 Our models are driven by L evy processes, which allows the occurrence of
jumps with innite intensity.
 We include nite dimensional external factors, thus, admitting a stochastic
volatility structure.
In the present general framework we can, as in [8, 6, 21, 37, 38], regard the problem
under the real-world probability measure from a geometric point of view, i.e., the
forward rate process has to stay on a nite dimensional submanifold M. Since we
deal with ane realizations, the submanifold is ane with the exception of one
dimension that represents the time t. Hence, we may regard the submanifold M
as a collection of ane manifolds indexed by the time t, which leads to the notion
of an invariant foliation (see Section 2). From this view point, we shall derive all
subsequent results in this text, which generalize those that have been derived under
risk-neutral assumptions.
As we will see, with a driving Wiener process the term structure model has an
ane realization if and only if the corresponding HJM equation under an assumed
risk-neutral probability measure has an ane realization, see Proposition 4.1, and
hence, all known results concerning the existence of ane realizations transfer to
our present framework, which does not assume the existence of an equivalent risk-
neutral probability measure. In contrast, for a driving L evy process with jumps we
obtain further restrictions on the structure of the market price of risk, see Theorem
6.3.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide
results on invariant foliations and on ane realizations for general SPDEs driven
by L evy processes. Afterwards, we introduce the term structure model in Section 3.
After these preparations, we present general results on ane realizations for Wiener
process driven term structure models in Section 4, and on L evy term structure
models in Section 5. Furthermore, we study constant direction volatilities in Section
6. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
2. Invariant foliations for stochastic partial differential equations
As indicated in the introduction, from a modeling point of view and also from
the perspective of a compact and consistent characterization of forward rates, it
is important to let these rates evolve in a description based on nite dimensional
realizations of factor processes.
In this section, we provide results on invariant foliations for general SPDEs driven
by L evy processes, which we will apply to the HJMM equation (1.4) later on. In the
sequel, we shall use the results from [37, Sec. 2,3] about invariant foliations. These
results also hold true in our present framework with a driving L evy process. If fact,
due to the ane structure of a foliation, the L evy process cannot jump out of the4 ECKHARD PLATEN AND STEFAN TAPPE
foliation. We also refer the reader to [37, Sec. 2,3] for more details and explanations
about invariant foliations.
From now on, let (
;F;(Ft)t0;P) be a ltered probability space satisfying the
usual conditions and let X be a real-valued, square-integrable L evy process with
Gaussian part c  0 and L evy measure F. In order to avoid trivialities, we assume
that c + F(R) > 0.
Here, we shall deal with SPDEs of the type
(
drt = (Art + (rt))dt + (rt )dXt
r0 = h0
(2.1)
on a separable Hilbert space H. In (2.1), the operator A : D(A)  H ! H is
the innitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup (Tt)t0 on H with adjoint operator
A : D(A)  H ! H. Recall that the domains D(A) and D(A) are dense in H,
see, e.g., [36, Thm. 13.35.c, Thm. 13.12].
We call a C0-semigroup (Tt)t0 pseudo-contractive if there is a constant !  0
such that
kTtk  e!t; t  0:
Concerning the vector elds ; : H ! H we impose the following conditions:
2.1. Assumption. We assume ; 2 C1(H), that there exists a closed subspace
H0  H such that (H)  H0, (H)  H0, we have TtH0  H0 for all t  0 and
(Tt)t0 is pseudo-contractive on H0, and that there is a constant L > 0 such that
k(h1)   (h2)k  Lkh1   h2k; (2.2)
k(h1)   (h2)k  Lkh1   h2k (2.3)
for all h1;h2 2 H.
The Lipschitz assumptions (2.2), (2.3) ensure that for each h0 2 H there exists
a unique weak solution for (2.1) with r0 = h0 having c adl ag sample paths, see [20,
Thm. C.1].
In what follows, let V  H be a nite dimensional linear subspace.
2.2. Denition. A family (Mt)t0 of ane subspaces Mt  H, t  0 is called a
foliation generated by V if there exists   2 C1(R+;H) such that
Mt =  (t) + V; t  0: (2.4)
The map   is a parametrization of the foliation (Mt)t0.
2.3. Remark. Note that the parametrization of a foliation (Mt)t0 generated by
V is not unique. However, due to condition (2.4), for two parametrizations  1,  2
we have
 1(t)    2(t) 2 V for all t  0.
In what follows, let (Mt)t0 be a foliation generated by V.
2.4. Denition. For each t  0 we dene the tangent space
TMt :=  0(t) + V:
By Remark 2.3, the denition of the tangent is independent of the choice of the
parametrization.
2.5. Denition. The foliation (Mt)t0 of submanifolds is invariant for (2.1) if for
every t0 2 R+ and h 2 Mt0 we have
P(rt 2 Mt0+t) = 1 for all t  0, (2.5)
where (rt)t0 denotes the weak solution for (2.1) with r0 = h.AFFINE REALIZATIONS FOR L EVY DRIVEN INTEREST RATE MODELS 5
We dene the vector eld  : D(A) ! H as
(h) := Ah + (h); h 2 D(A):
We have the following result concerning invariance of the foliation (Mt)t0 for
the L evy driven SPDE (2.1). Recall that V  H denotes the nite dimensional
linear subspace which generates the foliation (Mt)t0.
2.6. Theorem. The foliation (Mt)t0 is an invariant foliation for (2.1) if and only
if for all t  0 we have
Mt  D(A); (2.6)
(h) 2 TMt; h 2 Mt (2.7)
(h) 2 V; h 2 Mt: (2.8)
Proof. See [37, Thm. 2.11]. 
Now, let H be a separable Hilbert space, let m 2 N be a positive integer, and
set H = H  Rm. Moreover, let ; : H ! H and b;c : H ! Rm be vector elds.
Let A : D(A)  H ! H be the innitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup (St)t0
on H with adjoint operator A : D(A)  H ! H. We consider the SPDE
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
drt = (Art + (rt;Zt))dt + (rt ;Zt )dXt





















We suppose that Assumption 2.1 is fullled. Let V  H be a nite dimensional
linear subspace, and let (Mt)t0 be a foliation generated by V . We set d := dimV
and dene  : D(A)  Rm ! H as
(h;z) := Ah + (h;z):
2.7. Corollary. The foliation (Mt  Rm)t0 is an invariant foliation for (2.9) if
and only if for all t  0 we have
Mt  D(A); (2.11)
(h;z) 2 TMt; (h;z) 2 Mt  Rm (2.12)
(h;z) 2 V; (h;z) 2 Mt  Rm: (2.13)
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6. 
Now, we express the consistency conditions from Corollary 2.7 by means of a
coordinate system. Let   2 C1(R+;H) be a parametrization of (Mt)t0 and let
f1;:::;dg be a basis of V .
2.8. Corollary. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) (Mt  Rm)t0 is an invariant foliation for (2.9).
(2) We have
 (R+)  D(A); (2.14)
1;:::;d 2 D(A) (2.15)6 ECKHARD PLATEN AND STEFAN TAPPE








=  0(t) +
d X
i=1












i(t;y;z)i; (t;y;z) 2 R+  Rd  Rm:
(2.17)
If the previous conditions are satised, then  and  are uniquely determined, and
we have ; 2 C0;1;1(R+  Rd  Rm;Rd).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.7. 
The previous results lead to the following denition of an ane realization:
2.9. Denition. Let V  H be a nite dimensional linear subspace. The SPDE
(2.9) has an ane realization generated by V if for each (h0;z0) 2 D(A)  Rm
there exists a foliation (M
(h0;z0)
t )t0 generated by V with h0 2 M
(h0;z0)
0 , such that
(M
(h0;z0)
t  Rm)t0 is an invariant foliation for (2.9).
We call d := dimV the dimension of the ane realization.
2.10. Lemma. Let d 2 N and 1;:::;d 2 H be linearly independent. Suppose the
SPDE (2.1) has a d-dimensional ane realization generated by V = h1;:::;di.




i(h;z)i; (h;z) 2 H: (2.18)
Proof. Relation (2.13) from Corollary 2.7 yields (h;z) 2 V for all (h;z) 2 D(A)
Rm. Since D(A) is dense in H and V is closed, we obtain (h;z) 2 V for all
(h;z) 2 H. Hence, there exist 1;:::;d : H ! R such that (2.18) is satised.
Since  2 C1(H;H), we have 1;:::;d 2 C1(H;R). 
An element h 2 D(A1) is called quasi-exponential if
dimhAnh : n 2 N0i < 1; (2.19)
where N0 = f0;1;:::g denotes the set of all nonnegative integers. Quasi-exponential
functions will appear later. We recall the following result:
2.11. Lemma. Let h 2 H be arbitrary. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) h is quasi-exponential.
(2) There exists d 2 N such that h 2 D(Ad) and Adh 2 hh;Ah;:::;Ad 1hi.
(3) There exists a nite dimensional subspace V  D(A) with h 2 V such that
Av 2 V for all v 2 V . (2.20)
Proof. See [37, Lemma 3.6]. 
3. Presentation of the term structure model
We shall now introduce the L evy term structure model. Recall that c  0 denotes
the Gaussian part and F the L evy measure of the L evy process X.
3.1. Assumption. We assume there exist constants N; > 0 such that
Z
fjxj>1g
ezxF(dx) < 1; z 2 [ (1 + )N;(1 + )N]: (3.1)AFFINE REALIZATIONS FOR L EVY DRIVEN INTEREST RATE MODELS 7
Then, the L evy process X possesses moments of arbitrary order and the cumulant
generating function 	(z) := lnE[ezX1] exists on [ (1 + )N;(1 + )N] and has the
representation






(ezx   1   zx)F(dx); z 2 [ (1 + )N;(1 + )N]; (3.2)
where b 2 R denotes the drift of X. By (3.1) and Lebesgue's dominated convergence
theorem, the cumulant generating function belongs to class C1 on the open interval







zn; z 2 ( (1 + )N;(1 + )N): (3.3)










and set H = H  Rm. By [37, Thm. 4.1], the space H is a separable Hilbert
space and the subspace H0
 = fh 2 H : h(1) = 0g is closed. We x constants
0 <  < 0, a volatility  : H ! H, a market price of risk  : H ! R and
b;c : H ! Rm. Note that every constant function belongs to H, whence in the
specication of  we may regard R as a subspace of H. We dene the open set
O  H as
O := fh 2 H : khk < N
C g;
where the constant C > 0 stems from the estimate
khkL1(R+)  Ckhk; h 2 H;
see [37, Thm. 4.1]. By this estimate, for all h 2 O we have khkL1(R+)  N. For
 2 H we set  := I :=
R 
0 ()d.
In the sequel, for two normed spaces H and G the space C1
lip(H;G) denotes
the space of all continuously dierentiable Lipschitz functions, and C1
b(H;G) 
C1
lip(H;G) denotes the space of all continuously dierentiable bounded functions
with bounded derivative.
3.2. Assumption. We have  2 C1
b(H;H) and  2 C1
b(H;R) with (H)  H0
0
and (   I)(H)  O. Furthermore, we assume that b;c 2 C1
lip(H;Rm).
We dene the drift  : H ! H according to (1.5). Note that the HJMM
equation (1.4) is a particular example of the SPDE (2.9) with A = d=dx. Argu-
ing as in [20, Prop. 4.5], the vector eld  is Lipschitz continuous, and we have
(H)  H0
. Moreover, by [37, Lemmas 4.2, 4.3] we have  2 C1(H;H). Hence,
all required conditions from Assumption 2.1 are fullled, which ensures existence
and uniqueness of weak solutions for the HJMM equation (1.4)
4. Affine realizations for Wiener term structure models
We are now ready to present some results regarding the existence of ane re-
alizations for interest rate term structure models considered under the real-world
probability measure. In this section, we study the particular situation where X is a8 ECKHARD PLATEN AND STEFAN TAPPE
standard Wiener process W. Then, the cumulant generating function (3.2) is given
by 	(z) = 1
2z2, and hence, the drift term (1.5) has the representation









Note that (4.2) is just the classical HJM drift condition of a Wiener process driven
term structure model under a risk-neutral measure.
4.1. Proposition. The HJMM equation (1.4) has an ane realization if and only
if the HJMM equation (1.4) with   0 has an ane realization.
Proof. Let (Mt)t0 be an arbitrary foliation generated by some nite dimensional
subspace V  H such that conditions (2.11), (2.13) are satised. Then, condition
(2.12) with  given by (4.1) is fullled if and only if we have (2.12) with  given
by (4.2). Therefore, Corollary 2.7 concludes the proof. 
Consequently, we can draw the following important conclusion: All known results
concerning the existence of ane realizations for HJM interest rate models under
a risk-neutral probability measure (see [8, 6, 21, 7, 22, 37]) transfer to interest rate
models with real-world forward rate dynamics.




i(h;z)i; (h;z) 2 H; (4.3)
where p 2 N denotes a positive integer, 1;:::;p : H ! R are functionals and
1;:::;d 2 H0
0 are linearly independent. We assume that i 2 C1
b(H;R) for
i = 1;:::;d and the inclusion (  I)(H)  O. Then, Assumption 3.2 is fullled.
Note that, in view of Lemma 2.10, this is the most general volatility, which we
can have for the HJMM equation (1.4) with an ane realization.
4.2. Proposition. If 1;:::;p are quasi-exponential, then the HJMM equation
(1.4) has an ane realization.
Proof. Due to Proposition 4.1 it suces to consider the case   0. By [37, Prop.
6.2] (and its proof) there exists a nite dimensional subspace V  D(d=dx) such
that for all (h0;z0) 2 D(d=dx)  Rm the foliation M
h0
t = Sth0 + V , t  0 is an
invariant foliation for the SPDE (
drt = ( d
dxrt + (rt;z0))dt + (rt;z0)dWt
r0 = h0:
Applying Theorem 2.6 yields that conditions (2.11){(2.13) are satised. Thus,
Corollary 2.7 implies that (M
h0
t  Rm)t0 is an invariant foliation for the HJMM
equation (1.4), which nishes the proof. 
Note that Proposition 4.2 is a practically rather important statement. As an
example, let 0; > 0 be constants and consider the interest rate model
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
drt = ( d
dxrt + (rt;Zt))dt + (rt;Zt)dWt
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with market price of risk (h;z) = 1=
p
z. Then, the growth optimal portfolio is
that of a minimal market model, see [34]. The stochastic factor process Z is a time
transformed square root process of dimension four, and we can express the growth
optimal portfolio as
S





; t  0:
By Proposition 4.2, for any volatility  of the form (4.3) with 1;:::;p being
quasi-exponential the HJMM equation (4.4) has an ane realization.
5. Affine realizations for L evy term structure models
We shall now provide some general results regarding ane realizations for L evy
term structure models. Our results from this section generalize those of [38, Sec. 3],
where the risk-neutral situation corresponding to   0 without stochastic volatility
was considered.




i(h;z)i; (h;z) 2 H; (5.1)
where d 2 N denotes a positive integer, 1;:::;d : H ! R are functionals and
1;:::;d 2 H0
0 are linearly independent. We assume that i 2 C1
b(H;R) for
i = 1;:::;d and the inclusion (  I)(H)  O. Then, Assumption 3.2 is fullled.
Note that, in view of Lemma 2.10, this is the most general volatility, which we
can have for the HJMM equation (1.4) with an ane realization. The corresponding






















; (h;z) 2 H:
5.1. Lemma. Suppose  6 0, that for all i = 1;:::;d and (h;z) 2 H we have
Di(h;z)(j;0) = 0; j = 1;:::;d (5.3)
Di(h;z)(0;ek) = 0; k = 1;:::;m (5.4)
and for all (h;z) 2 H with (1(h;z);:::;d(h;z)) 6= 0 we have
D(h;z)(j;0) = 0; j = 1;:::;d (5.5)
D(h;z)(0;ek) = 0; k = 1;:::;m: (5.6)
Then, the HJMM equation (1.4) has an ane realization generated by h1;:::;di
if and only if we have
1;:::;d 2 D(d=dx); (5.7)
(d=dx)i 2 h1;:::;di; i = 1;:::;d: (5.8)
Proof. Suppose the HJMM equation (1.4) has an ane realization generated by
h1;:::;di. Since  6 0 and D(d=dx) is dense in H, there exists (h0;z0) 2
D(d=dx)Rm with (h0;z0) 6= 0. Applying Corollary 2.8 to the invariant foliation
(M
(h0;z0)
t  Rm)t0, we have (5.7), and there exist h0
























i(y)i; y 2 Rd: (5.10)
By (5.1), (5.3) and (5.10) we have    for some  2 Rd. Moreover, by (5.5), there








= #; y 2 Rd:























i(y)i; y 2 Rd:
Dierentiating with respect to yi for i = 1;:::;d provides (5.8).
Conversely, suppose conditions (5.7), (5.8) are fullled. Then we have (2.15) and






aijj; i = 1;:::;d: (5.11)
Let (h0;z0) 2 D(d=dx)  Rm and t0 2 R+ be arbitrary. Since the vector eld 
dened in (2.10) is of class C1
lip(H), there exists, according to [31, Thm. 6.1.2,
Thm. 6.1.5], a unique solution   = ( 1; 2) 2 C1(R+;H) with  (R+)  D(A) of
the deterministic evolution equation
(
 0(t) = A (t) + ( (t))
 (0) = h0;






 1(t) + ( (t)); t  0: (5.12)




ajiyj; i = 1;:::;d (5.13)
i(t;y;z) := i( (t);z); i = 1;:::;d: (5.14)
Due to (5.1) and (5.3), condition (2.17) is satised. By (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), (5.6),
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showing (2.16). By Corollary 2.8, the foliation (M
(h0;z0)
t  Rm)t0 generated by
h1;:::;di with parametrization  1 is invariant for the HJMM equation (1.4) 




i(h;z)i; (h;z) 2 H (5.16)
for some positive integer p 2 N, where 1;:::;p : H ! R and 1;:::;p 2 H0
0
satisfy exactly the same conditions as stated below (5.1).
5.2. Proposition. Suppose  6 0, the HJMM equation (1.4) has an ane realiza-
tion generated by some nite dimensional subspace V  H, for all i = 1;:::;p we
have
Di(h;z)(v;w) = 0; (h;z) 2 H and (v;w) 2 V  Rm; (5.17)
for all (h;z) 2 H with (1(h;z);:::;p(h;z)) 6= 0 we have
D(h;z)(v;w) = 0; (v;w) 2 V  Rm (5.18)
and there exist (h1;z1);:::;(hp;zp) 2 H such that (h1;z1);:::;(hp;zp) are lin-
early independent. Then, 1;:::;p are quasi-exponential and we have
h(d=dx)n1 : n 2 N0i + ::: + h(d=dx)np : n 2 N0i  V: (5.19)
Proof. Lemma 2.10 yields that (h;z) 2 V for all (h;z) 2 H. Since the vectors
(h1;z1);:::;(hp;zp) are linearly independent, we obtain 1;:::;p 2 V , because
relation (5.16) yields that
h1;:::;pi = h(h1;z1);:::;(hp;zp)i:
Set d := dimV and choose p+1;:::;d 2 V such that f1;:::;dg is a basis of V .
Then, the volatility  is of the type (5.1) with i  0 for i = d+1;:::;p. Since (5.3){
(5.6) are satised due to (5.17), (5.18), Lemma 5.1 implies (5.7), (5.8). Relation
(5.8) yields (5.19), and, together with Lemma 2.11, we obtain that 1;:::;p are
quasi-exponential. 
5.3. Theorem. Suppose  6 0, the functions 1;:::;p are quasi-exponential, for
all i = 1;:::;p and for (h;z) 2 H we have
Di(h;z)((d=dx)nj;0) = 0; j = 1;:::;p and n 2 N0 (5.20)
Di(h;z)(0;ek) = 0; k = 1;:::;m (5.21)
and for all (h;z) 2 H with (1(h;z);:::;p(h;z)) 6= 0 we have
D(h;z)((d=dx)nj;0) = 0; j = 1;:::;p and n 2 N0 (5.22)
D(h;z)(0;ek) = 0; k = 1;:::;m: (5.23)12 ECKHARD PLATEN AND STEFAN TAPPE
Then, the HJMM equation (1.4) has an ane realization generated by the nite
dimensional subspace
V = h(d=dx)n1 : n 2 N0i + ::: + h(d=dx)np : n 2 N0i: (5.24)
Proof. Since 1;:::;p are quasi-exponential, the linear space V is nite dimen-
sional, and we have
V  D(d=dx) and (d=dx)v 2 V for all v 2 V . (5.25)
Set d := dimV and choose p+1;:::;d 2 V such that f1;:::;dg is a basis of
V . Then, the volatility  is of the type (5.1) with i  0 for i = d + 1;:::;p.
Conditions (5.3){(5.6) are satised by (5.20){(5.23), and relations (5.7), (5.8) are
fullled due to (5.25). According to Lemma 5.1, the HJMM equation (1.4) has an
ane realization generated by V . 
Theorem 5.3 is a rst central result concerning the existence of ane realizations
for L evy term structure models, as it provides sucient conditions in terms of the
volatility . The functions 1;:::;p are assumed to be quasi-exponential, which,
by Proposition 5.2, is essentially also necessary under conditions (5.20){(5.23).
At this point, conditions (5.20){(5.23) look rather ad-hoc, but, as we will see in
Theorems 6.1 and 6.3 below, we cannot expect more general volatility structures
for L evy term structure models with an ane realization.
We close this section with an example. Suppose the volatility  and the market
price of risk  in the HJMM equation (1.4) are constant, i.e., we have    with
 2 H0
0,  6= 0 and   # with # 2 R such that #    2 O. Then, Assumption 3.2
is fullled.
5.4. Corollary. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) The HJMM equation (1.4) has an ane realization.
(2) The HJMM equation (1.4) with   0 has an ane realization.
(3)  is quasi-exponential.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.3. 
Hence, for constant volatilities the statement of Proposition 4.1 also holds true
for driving L evy processes with jumps. As we shall see in the upcoming section, it
fails for more complex volatility structures.
6. Constant direction volatility
In this section, we study the existence of ane realizations for L evy term struc-
ture models with constant direction volatility, that is, we assume that the volatility
 in the HJMM equation (1.4) is of the form
(h;z) = (h;z); (h;z) 2 H; (6.1)
where  : H ! R is a functional and  2 H0
0 with  6= 0. We assume that
 2 C1
b(H;R) and (   I)(H)  O. Then, Assumption 3.2 is fullled. Recall
that F denotes the L evy measure of the driving L evy process X in (1.4).
Let us rst consider the situation where the market price of risk vanishes.
6.1. Theorem. Suppose   0, F(R) 6= 0 and  6 0. Then, the HJMM equation
(1.4) has an ane realization if and only if  is quasi-exponential and for all
(h;z) 2 H we have
D(h;z)((d=dx)n;0) = 0; n 2 N0 (6.2)
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Proof. This follows from a straightforward extension of the arguments in the proof
of [38, Thm. 4.1]. 
Theorem 6.1 shows that for the existence of an ane realization we get the
additional restrictions (6.2), (6.3) on , which means that for each forward curve
h 2 H the functional  is constant in the direction of the nite dimensional linear
space V , which generates the ane realization. We shall prove in Theorem 6.3 below
that also an analogous condition on the market price of risk  must be satised.
For this purpose, we prepare an auxiliary result.
6.2. Lemma. Let a;b 2 R with a < b and let p 2 N be arbitrary. Let f1;:::;fp :
(a;b) ! C be linearly independent, real-analytic functions. Then, for all c;d 2 R












Proof. Let c;d 2 R with c < d be arbitrary. We rst suppose p = 1. Since f1 6 0
on (a;b) by the assumed linear independence, according to the identity theorem for
analytic functions there exists z1 2 (c;d) with f1(z1) 6= 0. For p  2 we proceed by
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with 1;:::;p 2 R and p 6= 0. Since f1;:::;fp are linearly independent, we have
g 6 0 on (a;b). Since g is real-analytic, by the identity theorem for analytic functions
there exists zp 2 (c;d) with g(zp) 6= 0, which nishes the proof. 
In analogy to (2.19) we say that the cumulant generating function 	 is quasi-
exponential if
dimh	(n) : n 2 N0i < 1:
6.3. Theorem. Suppose that  6 0, 	 is not quasi-exponential, the HJMM equation
(1.4) has an ane realization generated by some nite dimensional subspace V 
H, and
D(h;z)(v;w) = 0; (h;z) 2 H and (v;w) 2 V  Rm: (6.4)
Then, for all (h;z) 2 H with (h;z) 6= 0 we have
D(h;z)(v;w) = 0; (v;w) 2 V  Rm: (6.5)14 ECKHARD PLATEN AND STEFAN TAPPE
Proof. Set d := dimV . Since  6 0 and D(d=dx) is dense in H, condition (2.13)
from Corollary 2.7 and (6.1) yield that  2 V . Set 1 :=  and choose 2;:::;d 2
V such that f1;:::;dg is a basis of V . Now, let (h0;z0) 2 D(d=dx)  Rm
with (h0;z0) 6= 0 be arbitrary. We apply Corollary 2.8 to the invariant foliation
(M
(h0;z0)
t  Rm)t0, implying 1;:::;d 2 D(d=dx) and the existence of h0
0 2 H




















= (y;z); (y;z) 2 Rd  Rm; (6.7)








; (y;z) 2 Rd  Rm: (6.8)
In view of (6.4), there exists a constant  2 R such that   , and, since (h0;z0) 6=








; (y;z) 2 Rd  Rm: (6.9)
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i(y;z)i = 0; l = 1;:::;m
for all (y;z) 2 Rd  Rm. We claim that # is constant. Suppose, on the contrary,
that # is not constant. Then, there exist k 2 f1;:::;d+mg and (y0;z0) 2 Rd Rm
such that @k#(y0;z0) 6= 0. Hence, there exists  > 0 such that
@k#((y0;z0) + sek) 6= 0 for all s 2 ( ;). (6.12)AFFINE REALIZATIONS FOR L EVY DRIVEN INTEREST RATE MODELS 15
Set p := 2d + 2. The functions 	0;:::;	(p+1) are analytic (see Section 3) and,
since 	 is not quasi-exponential by assumption, they are linearly independent, as
otherwise the condition
dimh	(n) : n 2 N0i = 1
is not satised. By Lemma 6.2 there exist elements s1;:::;sp 2 ( ;) such that












with wi := #((y0;z0) + siek) for i = 1;:::;p. We claim that the family
f	0(wi   ) : i = 1;:::;pg (6.13)
is linearly independent in C(R+). Indeed, let 1;:::;m 2 R be such that
p X
i=1




i	0(wi + x) = 0; x 2  (R+):






















xn; x 2 ( ;);









xn = 0; x 2  (R+):
Since  6= 0,  6= 0 and (0) = 0, there exists a sequence (xn)n2N   (R+) with






i	(n+1)(wi) = 0; n 2 N0:
It follows that B = 0, where  2 Rp is the vector  = (1;:::;p)>. Since detB 6= 0,
we deduce that 1 = ::: = p = 0. Consequently, the family (6.13) is linearly
independent in C(R+). Thus, recalling that p = 2d + 2, there exists i 2 f1;:::;pg
such that
	0(#((y0;z0) + siek)   ) = 2 h1;1;:::;d;1;:::;di:
Now, equation (6.10), resp. equation (6.11), yields @k#((y0;z0) + siek) = 0, which
contradicts (6.12). Consequently, # is constant. Since (h0;z0) 2 D(d=dx)  Rm
with (h0;z0) 6= 0 was arbitrary, the denition (6.9) shows that (6.5) is valid for
all (h;z) 2 D(d=dx)  Rm with (h;z) 6= 0. Since D(d=dx) is dense in H and
 2 C1(H;R), we deduce (6.5) for all (h;z) 2 H. 16 ECKHARD PLATEN AND STEFAN TAPPE
6.4. Remark. If the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 are satised, then Proposition 5.2
further yields that  is quasi-exponential and
h(d=dx)n : n 2 N0i  V:
Conversely, if  is quasi-exponential, for all (h;z) 2 H we have (6.2), (6.3), and
for all (h;z) 2 H with (h;z) 6= 0 we have
D(h;z)((d=dx)n;0) = 0; n 2 N0
D(h;z)(0;ek) = 0; k = 1;:::;m;
then, according to Theorem 5.3, the HJMM equation (1.4) has an ane realization
generated by the nite dimensional subspace
V = h(d=dx)n : n 2 N0i:
6.5. Remark. The assumption that 	 is not quasi-exponential is essential for The-
orem 6.3. For example, let X be a standard Poisson process, which has the cumulant
generating function 	(x) = ex 1. For   1 and an arbitrary function  : H ! R
for the market price of risk, the drift term (1.5) is given by
(h;z)(x) =  e(h;z) x =  e(h;z)e x:
The corresponding HJMM equation (1.4) has a two-dimensional ane realiza-
tion generated by the linear space V = h1;e xi. Indeed, for arbitrary (h0;z0) 2
D(d=dx)  Rm the foliation M
(h0;z0)
t = Sth0 + V , t  0 is invariant for (1.4).
Conditions (2.11), (2.13) are satised, and condition (2.12) holds true, because
(d=dx)Sth0 = (d=dt)Sth0 and (d=dx)v 2 V for all v 2 V . Consequently, Corollary
2.7 applies.
In summary, we have just seen that for the existence of an ane realization we
obtain { compared to the Wiener process driven case { further restrictions on the
function  and on the market price of risk , which is due to the particular structure
of the drift term  in (1.5).
7. Conclusion
We have investigated the existence of ane realizations for interest rate models
driven by L evy processes under real-world forward rate dynamics.
If the driving process X is a Wiener process, then the term structure model ad-
mits an ane realization if and only if the corresponding model with   0 (i.e. the
market price of risk vanishes) admits an ane realization. Hence, for Wiener pro-
cess driven models all known results concerning the existence of ane realizations
for HJM interest rate models under an assumed risk-neutral probability measure
transfer to interest rate models with real-world forward rate dynamics, even without
assuming the existence of an equivalent risk-neutral probability measure.
If the driving L evy process X has jumps, then essentially all volatility structures
with an ane realization represent a weighted sum of particular functionals with
the weights being quasi-exponential. This is due to the particular structure of the
drift term in the forward rate equation.
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